SCORING DIRECTIONS FOR THE MEYERS NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL BATTERY
FORCED CHOICE: Looking at the page with the paired words, count the number correct. They should have circled one word from
each pair of words, Total possible correct is 20.
ANIMAL NAMING: They receive one point for each animal named, do not include duplicate names. Acceptable answers also
include dinosaurs, humans, and unicorn but not any other mythical animal.
ONE MINUTE ESTIMATION: Put down the seconds that is on the stop watch when the service member states stop. Round up or
down to the closest whole number.
CONTROLLED ORAL WORD ASSOCIATION: Not counting proper names, or duplicates or variations of a word given. They
are to receive one point for each word that falls under these guidelines. If they give a word like French fries they receive two points
one for French and one for fries.
DICHOTIC LISTENING TEST: You total up the number of correct responses for the left ear, the right ear and both ears. The total
possible correct points are 30 in each area.
SENTENCE REPETITION: They are to receive one point for each sentence that is repeated verbatium. The only exception to the
rule is sentence number 12 in which they may respond with the word toward or towards. Highest possible score is 22.
NAART: Count up the number of errors on the page, there is a possible 61 errors.
REY COMPLEX FIGURE TEST: Please refer to the manual for complete instructions.
REY AUDITORY VERBAL LEARNING TEST: For each trial count the number of words repeated, not counting duplicates or
intrusions. A total possible score for each trial is a maximum of 15.
REY AUDITORY VERBAL LEARNING TEST RECOGNITION TRIAL: Under each row, count the number of circled
responses under each column labeled TP, FN, FP and TN. The true positives and the false negatives should always equal 15, the
number of False Positives and True negatives should always equal 35.
JUDGMENT OF LINE: Count the number of correct responses, for a correct response both numbers given have to be correct.
Maximum score is 30.
BOSTON NAMING: Count the number of correct responses. Be sure to follow the rules for basal and ceilings on this test.
Maximum total correct is 60.
FINGER TAPPING: Following the guidelines on the protocol you must calculate the mean of the 5 consecutive taps that are in a 5
point range or if this was not obtained, you are to calculate the mean of the five highest taps of the ten trials. Do this for both the
dominant and nondominant hand.
FINGER LOCALIZATION: Count of the number of correct responses for all sections per hand. Total possible maximum points is
30 for each hand.
TRAILS A: Record number of seconds it takes to finish this task. Stop the timer as soon as service member reaches the circle marked
the end. Maximum allowed time is 300 seconds.
TRAILS B: Record number of seconds it takes to finish this task. Stop the timer as soon as service member reaches the circle marked
the end. Maximum allowed time is 300 seconds.
TOKEN TEST: Looking at the protocol give one point for each correctly executed underlined word. If they make an error, you must
figure out how many underlined words that error affected. Again follow the basal and ceiling rules on this test. Total maximum
correct is 163.
Category: For subtests III-VI. Count up the total number of errors. Total maximum score is 81.

